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Abstract.—The resolution of four controversial topics in phylogenetic experimental design hinges upon the informativeness
of characters about the historical relationships among taxa. These controversies regard the power of different classes of
phylogenetic character, the relative utility of increased taxonomic versus character sampling, the differentiation between
lack of phylogenetic signal and a historical rapid radiation, and the design of taxonomically broad phylogenetic studies
optimized by taxonomically sparse genome-scale data. Quantification of the informativeness of characters for resolution
of phylogenetic hypotheses during specified historical epochs is key to the resolution of these controversies. Here, such
a measure of phylogenetic informativeness is formulated. The optimal rate of evolution of a character to resolve a dated
four-taxon polytomy is derived. By scaling the asymptotic informativeness of a character evolving at a nonoptimal rate by
the derived asymptotic optimum, and by normalizing so that net phylogenetic informativeness is equivalent for all rates
when integrated across all of history, an informativeness profile across history is derived. Calculation of the informativeness
per base pair allows estimation of the cost-effectiveness of character sampling. Calculation of the informativeness per million
years allows comparison across historical radiations of the utility of a gene for the inference of rapid adaptive radiation. The
theory is applied to profile the phylogenetic informativeness of the genes BRCA1, RAG1, GHR, and c-myc from a muroid
rodent sequence data set. Bounded integrations of the phylogenetic profile of these genes over four epochs comprising the
diversifications of the muroid rodents, the mammals, the lobe-limbed vertebrates, and the early metazoans demonstrate the
differential power of these genes to resolve the branching order among ancestral lineages. This measure of phylogenetic
informativeness yields a new kind of information for evaluation of phylogenetic experiments. It conveys the utility of the
addition of characters a phylogenetic study and it provides a basis for deciding whether appropriate phylogenetic power
has been applied to a polytomy that is proposed to be a rapid radiation. Moreover, it provides a quantitative measure
of the capacity of a gene to resolve soft polytomies. [Character; information; noise; phylogeny; power; rapid radiation;
signal; taxon.]

Phylogenetic analyses seek to reveal the evolutionary
relationships of taxa by comparing their characters. Four
long-standing phylogenetic controversies hinge upon
the informativeness of characters. These debates are:
Which types of characters are most informative (Collins
et al., 2005; Dequeiroz and Wimberger, 1993; Graybeal,
1994; Naylor and Brown, 1997; Rokas and Holland, 2000;
Wiens and Servedio, 1997; Yang, 1998; Zwickl and Hillis,
2002)? Would increased taxonomic or character sampling
be more informative (Graybeal, 1998; Hillis, 1998; Kim,
1996,1998; Poe, 1998; Pollock et al., 2002; Rannala et al.,
1998; Rokas and Carroll, 2005; Rosenberg and Kumar,
2001,2003; Sullivan et al., 1999)? Can we accurately iden-
tify historical polytomies that are attributable to rapid
radiations (Berbee et al., 2000; Berbee and Taylor, 2001;
Nee, 2001; Poe and Chubb, 2004; Ree, 2005; Rokas et al.,
2003a, 2005)? What is the optimal procedure for using
genome-scale sequence data to empower taxonomically
broad phylogenetic studies (Goldman, 1998; Rokas et al.,
2003b; Shpak and Churchill, 2000)? One gap in knowl-
edge that perpetuates these debates is the lack of a theory
predicting the phylogenetic power of characters for ex-
plicit historical epochs. Here it is demonstrated that the
informativeness of a character can be quantified over a
historical time scale. This formulation may play a role in
resolving these controversies.

The phylogenetic informativeness of characters has
long been debated. Partisans have variously argued
for the utility of morphological, DNA sequence, amino
acid sequence, and recently for rare genomic characters
(Rokas and Holland, 2000). One school of thought deems
useful only those characters that change in state in ways
that are unique, irreversible, and indisputable. However,

such irreversible states are rare and seldom indisputable.
Moreover, disregarding characters that occupy recurrent
states dispenses with potentially useful information, in-
cluding most molecular sequence data. A variety of mea-
sures have been proposed to empirically characterize the
phylogenetic informativeness of classes of data (Collins
et al., 2005; Dequeiroz and Wimberger, 1993; Graybeal,
1994; Naylor and Brown, 1997, 1998; Wiens and Serve-
dio, 1997). For instance, the amount of signal present
may be assessed by the skewness of the tree length dis-
tribution (Huelsenbeck, 1991a), the consistency index
(CI; Farris, 1989), and various other measures. However,
genes are known to differ in their informativeness over
historical time (Graybeal, 1994). Whole-tree measures fail
to reflect the heterogeneity of information across differ-
ent parts of the tree. Support for individual branches
by a given sequence may be characterized with boot-
strap values (Felsenstein, 1985), Bremer support (Baker
and DeSalle, 1997), or Bayesian posterior probabilities
(Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001). These measures are
vital to analysis of the validity of an inferred phylogeny.
However, their value is critically dependent on the un-
known actual branch length(s), and therefore they are
ambiguous indicators of phylogenetic informativeness.
Graybeal (1994) pioneered the use of empirical satura-
tion plots to evaluate the utility of genes for vertebrate
phylogeny. Empirical saturation plots convey a quali-
tiative sense of temporal utility and feature variable
rates of evolution of characters by plotting cumulative
taxon-taxon divergence against time. However, theoret-
ical attempts to clarify phylogenetic power have not re-
sulted in explicit quantitative procedures for judicious
experimental design (Mossel and Steel, 2004; Shpak and
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Churchill, 2000) or have been forsaken (Goldman, 1998)
due to the intricacy of practical implementation. Molec-
ular phylogenetic studies have instead generally relied
on imprecise heuristics for choosing gene sequences to
survey among relevant taxa for a given phylogenetic
hypothesis. Conventional wisdom recognizes that it is
important to select a gene that evolves at an appropri-
ate pace to resolve the unknown ancestral branching
order linking particular taxa of interest. Particular genes
have become renowned for their perceived utility in
resolving ancient (e.g., rDNA, elongation factors) and
recent (e.g., cytochrome b, albumin) divergences. Ideally,
this general perception could be captured and enhanced
by quantitative measures of the utility of specified
genes.

Application of such a measure could play a role in the
resolution of the longstanding debate regarding the rel-
ative utilities of increasing taxonomic versus character
sampling in phylogenetic experimental design (Berbee
et al., 2000; Graybeal, 1998; Hillis, 1998; Kim, 1996,1998;
Poe, 1998, 2003; Pollock et al., 2002; Rannala et al., 1998;
Rokas and Carroll, 2005; Rosenberg and Kumar, 2001,
2003; Zwickl and Hillis, 2002). In this debate it has been
demonstrated that the informativeness of increasing tax-
onomic sampling is critically dependent on the chronol-
ogy of ancestral linkages of the historical lineages of
the taxa added to the data set (Fiala and Sokal, 1985;
Huelsenbeck, 1991b; Kim, 1996, 1998; Poe, 2003). How-
ever, quantitative procedures for selection of characters
that exhibit appropriate rates of evolution to resolve soft
polytomies have not been explored. Clearly, combining
acquisition of character data for new taxa that branch
close to the time of a specified polytomy with acquisi-
tion of new characters that are most informative about
that time period will yield the greatest phylogenetic res-
olution. To design such an ideal experiment, it is neces-
sary to identify characters that contribute optimally to
inferential power.

Debate within phylogenetic communities has fre-
quently erupted with regard to putative examples of
rapid radiations. Debates occur not only because of their
biological importance for understanding the causes of
evolutionary diversification but also because the rapid
radiations can be difficult to infer using current phylo-
genetic methods (Berbee et al., 2000; Poe and Chubb,
2004; Rokas et al., 2005; Slowinski, 2001; Walsh et al.,
1999; Weisrock et al., 2005). Rapid radiations are char-
acterized by short internodes with few to zero featured
synapomorphies. The inferential difficulty arises because
measures of phylogenetic support, such as bootstrap val-
ues (Felsenstein, 1985), tree-length distribution skew-
ness (Hillis and Huelsenbeck, 1992; Huelsenbeck, 1991a),
Bremer support (Baker and DeSalle, 1997), or posterior
probabilities (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001) only con-
vey the degree to which data support a particular clade
or tree. They do not convey the power of the characters
examined to have revealed any true internodes (regard-
less of actual branch length) that define clades during
a specific epoch. Thus, current methodologies would be
enhanced by a measure of the degree to which the se-
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FIGURE 1. Relevant time parameters for the resolution of poly-
tomies. (a) Unrooted polytomy at time T. (b) Rooted polytomy at time
T. (c) Four-taxon tree with an internode comprising components ^ and
t2. (d) Rooted tree corresponding to the tree depicted in panel c.

lected characters are sufficiently informative to justify a
conclusion of rapid radiation.

Finally, the recent sequencing of multiple whole
genomes within major branches of the tree of life has oc-
casioned speculation regarding the best way to employ
such genome-wide data sets to inform molecular phylo-
genetic studies that encompass much broader taxonomic
sampling (Dacks and Doolittle, 2001; Delsuc et al., 2005).
How can molecular phylogeneticists working with large
sets of taxa exploit the breadth of information in genome
sequence to improve their chances of conclusively ad-
dressing particular phylogenetic hypotheses? With pro-
files of the phylogenetic informativeness of particular
genes during particular epochs, orthologous sequences
from genome projects could be used to provide data on
the rate of evolution of the sites in many genes. Pro-
files of phylogenetic informativeness could then be cal-
culated from this data to identify the most informative
genes. Here, such a method of profiling informativeness
is presented.

THEORY

The Optimal Rate of Change of a Phylogenetic Character

Consider a star phylogeny in which four taxa had
a common ancestor at time T (Fig. la and b). When
parsimony is used to select an optimal tree, only a
character that changes along an internode between two
sister clades (Fig. 1 c and d, segments t\ -f ti) will be
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informative about the actual branching order underly-
ing the polytomy. Additionally, an informative character
that changes during the ancestral internode must there-
after remain unchanged during the subsequent evolu-
tion of the four taxa. The longer the tips, and the shorter
the internal branch, the less likely it is that such an infor-
mative character will be discovered. Both rapid and slug-
gish rates of change can make characters unfavorable for
phylogenetic reconstruction. Characters that evolve too
slowly will have negligible probability of change on the
short internal branch; characters that evolve too quickly
will nearly always change on one or more of the long tips.

Informativeness is maximized at an intermediate rate
that optimizes the joint probability of change on the short
internal branch and lack of change on the long tips. As-
suming that evolutionary changes of a character state
are randomly distributed at rate A. across the lineages de-
scending from the common ancestor, the probability P
of a random variable X equaling k changes of state on
any internode of time length b may be calculated via the
Poisson distribution:

The probability that at least one change occurs on the
short internal branch is

(1)

The probability that the character would subsequently
remain unchanged in the four tips is

Pr{X = (2)

For simplicity, let to = t\ + ti. Then, the probability that
a character as described would be informative, TC{T, to;
A), is the product of probabilities expressed in Equations
1 and 2,

(3)

The optimal rate, A., maximizes this function, and is
revealed by solving

—7t(T, hi) = -(4T -
dA

+ (4T - to)e-k4T-to) = 0. (4)

Further algebra yields

j 1 , 4T - to
A = - l o g

to °4T-2f 0

(5)

However, for any polytomy we wish to resolve, to is
unknown. Nevertheless, it is frequently known that to is

very small compared to T. Therefore, assuming to <£ T,
re may take the limit of Equation 5 as to approachesw es zero,

.. 1 . 4T - tp
hm — log
to-+o t0

 5 4T - 2fo

1
4T

(6)

Thus, the character that evolves at the optimal rate of
character change for resolution of a four-taxon polytomy
dated at time T in the past is the one that evolves at a
rate of one change along the sum of the lengths of the
four branch tips subsequent to the polytomy at time T.

The Phylogenetic Informativeness Profile of a Character

The rate of change for a character that maximizes infor-
mativeness is fundamental to phylogenetic theory. Ex-
amining five archetypal four-taxon trees with nonzero
internodes, Yang (1998) used computer simulations to
reveal the utility of an "intermediate" evolutionary rate
that is in rough agreement with Equation 6. This inter-
mediate, optimal rate would be expected to be higher for
Yang's trees with nonzero internodes than is predicted by
Equation 6, and increasingly so as the ratio of internode
length to tip length increases. Consistent with this expec-
tation, the optimal rates lay either at the rate predicted
by Equation 6 or slightly higher than that asymptotic
prediction.

Yet in phylogenetic practice, one will never discover a
set of characters that all evolve at the same rate, let alone a
set of characters that all evolve at the optimal rate (Felsen-
stein, 2001; Yang, 1996). Thus, it is necessary to establish
the relative informativeness of characters that evolve at
rates that are not optimal. Clearly, characters that evolve
at rates close to the optimal rate will be more useful in
resolving a polytomy than those that evolve at a dramat-
ically different rate. Here the functional form of the rela-
tionship between the optimal and all suboptimal rates is
established.

The probability of informativeness of a character
evolving at rate A. is given by Equation 3. However, the
value of the key parameter to is unknown, and as to
asymptotically approaches zero, the probability of infor-
mativeness (Equation 3) aptly approaches zero as well.
To profile the phylogenic informativeness of a character
evolving at rate A, we must derive an index of the infor-
mativeness that, in contrast, approaches a nonzero limit
as the length of the internode to approaches zero. Such
an index may be derived from Equation 3 by taking the
ratio of the informativeness of a character evolving at the
rate A to the informativeness of a character evolving at
the ideal rate AT,

, fo;A) = (7)

With to «: T, as assumed above, we may take

po(T; A) = lim p J T , k;X) = 4ATe-(4XT"1). (8)
<0
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FIGURE 2. Depiction of phylogenetic informativeness. (a) Example of a phylogeny with a recent and an ancient polytomy. (b) Informativeness
profile of a set of five characters, each evolving near the optimal rate for resolution of the recent polytomy in panel a. (c) Informativeness profile
of a set of five characters, one of which is evolving at five times the rate of the characters underlying the profile in panel b, and four of which are
evolving at a rate four times as slow as the characters underlying the profile in panel b. Integrated over an infinite history, the area under the
curves in panels b and c are equal.

The function po(T; A) ranges from zero to a maximum
of one for all real values of A and T greater than zero. If
and only if A = Ax, po = 1. Thus, as expected, Equation 8
is maximized at the optimal rate of character change.

However, integration of the right-hand side of Equa-
tion 8 from zero to infinity yields e/4A, a result that at-
tributes a greater net informativeness to a character that
evolves at a slower rate (smaller A). In contrast, charac-
ters should supply net information equivalence for each
rate when integrated over all of time. Thus, a normal-
ized profile is generated by obtaining p(T;X) such that
/0°° p(T; A)dT = 1. Such a function is readily computed as

p(T;X) =
Po(T;A)

/o°°Po(T;A)dT
(9)

A Profile of the Phylogenetic Informativeness
of a Set of Characters

Here, Equation 9 is generalized to profile the infor-
mativeness of n characters to resolve polytomies at se-
quential depths of a phylogenetic tree. Denoting a rate
of change for each character Al r . . . A,,, the phylogenetic
informativeness profile can then be

p(T; (10)

The informativeness of a particular data set at a con-
tinuum of depths of a phylogenetictree (Fig. 2a) may be

conveyed by a plot of Equation 10. Figure 2b shows such
a phylogenetic informativeness profile for a set of char-
acters each evolving near the optimal rate to resolve the
obscure branchings within the more recent of the two
depicted polytomies. Note that Equation 10 is uninfor-
mative as to whether there is sufficient data to resolve a
particular node, as that depends critically upon the un-
known length of the internode to. Rather, Equation 10
provides the degree to which a set of characters will be
informative in comparison to another character set for
which it may also be evaluated. For instance, the data
set resulting in the phylogenetic informativeness profile
plotted in Figure 2b would have been a fairly uninforma-
tive choice for resolving the ancient polytomy depicted
in Figure 2a, because the characters evolve at a rate too
likely to result in change along tips, obscuring signal that
might have arisen within the time comprising the ancient
polytomy.

A different character set underlies the informativeness
profile depicted in Figure 2c, composed of the same num-
ber of characters as in Figure 2b, and evolving at about
the same average rate. However, in this new set, one fifth
of the characters are evolving at a rate fivefold faster
than, and four fifths are evolving fourfold slower than,
the characters that underly the profile in Figure 2b. Such
a bimodal distribution of rates could correspond to syn-
onymous and replacement sites in the DNA sequence
of a functional gene. In this scenario, the more slowly
evolving replacement sites yield some power for the res-
olution of the deep polytomy. The more rapidly evolving
synonymous sites evolve yet too fast for accurate reso-
lution of the relatively recent polytomy. Thus, the set
of characters underlying the profile in Figure 2c would
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be a poor choice for the resolution of obscure branching
events within the more recent polytomy of Figure 2b. Al-
though the average rate of evolution of the two genes is
approximately equal, the phylogenetic informativeness
profile is radically different.

This differential phylogenetic informativeness of char-
acter sets among historical epochs can be evaluated
quantitatively by integrating Equation 10 over the time
period of interest. Specifying that period by its com-
mencement, h-\, and its terminus, hi, calculations of

1'2 -A

y
(11)

yield measures of the relative utility of character sets for
resolving ancestral branching order within that epoch.
Assigning h\ and h2 so as to encompass all branching
points of a phylogeny provides a summary of the rela-
tive informativeness of the character sets to resolve the
whole phylogeny. Assigning h\ and hi so that they en-
compass one polytomy or a subset of sequential weakly
supported branches provides a more focused appraisal.
To establish character sets that will be most informa-
tive for compound hypotheses relating to more than one
epoch, integrals over multiple epochs of interest may be
calculated and either jointly considered or summed to
create a single index of informativeness.

Example: Profiling the Phylogenetic Informativeness of Genes

To briefly illustrate the theory developed here, I apply
it to molecular data to generate profiles of the phylo-
genetic informativeness of four genes characterized by
a DNA sequence data set. Alignments of the DNA se-
quences of genes c-myc, BRCAl, GHR, and RAGl were
extracted from the data set of Steppan et al. (2004) on
the phylogeny of muroid rodents. Taxon sampling for
this data set was sufficiently large (Pollock and Bruno,
2000; Sullivan et al., 1999) for rates of evolution of the
sites to be estimated using the maximum likelihood pro-
gram DNARates (by Gary Olsen) on the fossil-calibrated
global clock-enforced phylogenetic trees of Steppan et al.
(2004). Despite being carefully selected by experts for the
purpose of resolving the muroid rodent phylogeny, the
nucleotide sequences of these four genes demonstrate
differential power for the resolution of ancestral branch-
ing order. Sequence of BRCAl is predicted to be the most

TABLE 1.

Gene

RAGl
BRCAl
GHR
c-m\jc

Length
(bp)

3023
1697
916
564

The power of genes to resolve rapid radiations.

Muroid rodents"

perbp

0.055
0.170
0.071
0.045

net

166.1
288.4

65.2
25.4

Mammals''

perbp

0.102
0.174
0.116
0.090

net

308.3
295.3
106.3
50.7

Vertebratesc

perbp

0.029
0.008
0.026
0.032

net

87.7
13.6
23.8
18.0

Metazoa1*

perbp

0.028
0.005
0.023
0.031

net

84.6
8.4

21.1
17.5

likely to be informative, followed by RAGl, GHR, and
lastly, c-myc (Table 1).

This differential power is illustrated by phylogenetic
informativeness profiles over the history encompassed
by the inferred phylogeny of Steppan et al. (2004). The
informativeness profiles of the four genes are graphed
above the phylogeny in Figure 3. The gene BRCAl has
the greatest informativeness during the epoch of inter-
est, followed by RAGl, GHR, and c-myc. Compared to
RAGl, BRCAl has nearly twice the informativeness over
the region of interest and yet is composed of about half
the number of nucleotides. This remarkable difference in
power is possible because the sites of BRCAl evolve at
nearly uniformly rates compared to most genes (Fig. 4;
Adkins et al., 2001; Delsuc et al., 2002), including RAGl.
The rates of substitution of the majority of nucleotides
in GHR and c-myc appear to be slower as well as more
diverse.

Despite its highly conserved sequence, the informa-
tiveness profile of the relatively slowly evolving gene
c-myc still indicates that it has some power to resolve re-
cent divergences. The solution to this paradox is clear:
variation of rates among sites. This variation is most
readily observed in aggregate by comparing codon posi-
tions within the gene. Sites residing at the third position
in each codon (that can usually withstand substitu-
tions without changing the amino acid sequence of the
protein) yield phylogenetic informativeness for recent
divergences, while first and second sites yield only phy-
logenetic informativeness for very ancient divergences
(Fig. 4).

The net informativeness of the four genes during three
key ancient radiations is tallied in Table 1. Calculation of
the informativeness on a per base pair basis (Tables 1,
2) allows estimation of the cost-effectiveness of charac-
ter sampling across genes. Calculation of the informa-
tiveness on a per million years basis (Table 2) allows
comparison of the utility of a gene for the inference of
phylogenetic relationships across historical radiations.
Regardless of the unit used, the rank order of genes by
informativeness varies over history. For example, BRCAl
is uniformly the most powerful gene of these four for re-
solving the Muroid rodents (cf. Adkins et al., 2001) and
rivals RAGl in utility for the mammalian radiation (cf.
Scally et al., 2002). Yet, it is uniformly the least powerful
gene for resolving the early metazoa.

From this analysis it can be predicted that removal
of BRCAl would have the most adverse effect upon
the bootstrap support of the inferred phylogeny of the
Muroid rodents. Another predicted consequence of re-
moving BRCAl would be to disproportionally reduce

"Informativeness profiles for Muroid rodents were integrated from 7 to 26
Mya.

^65-107 Mya.
c 375^05 Mya.
rf550-600 Mya.

TABLE 2.

Gene

RAGl
BRCAl
GHR
c-myc

Length
(bp)

3023
1697
916
564

The power to resolve phylogeny per million years

Muroid rodents

perbp

0.0029
0.0089
0.0037
0.0024

net

8.7
15.2
3.4
1.3

Mammals

per bp

0.0024
0.0041
0.0028
0.0021

net

7.3
7.0
2.5
1.2

Vertebrates

perbp

0.00097
0.00027
0.00087
0.00107

net

2.92
0.45
0.79
0.60

Metazoa

perbp

0.00056
0.00010
0.00046
0.00062

net

1.69
0.17
0.42
0.35
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FIGURE 3. Phylogenetic informativeness profiles from the muroid rodent phylogeny. (a) Phylogenetic informativeness profiles through 50
million years ago for the genes BRCAl (blue, 1697 bp), RAGl (red, 3023 bp), GHR (green, 916 bp), and c-myc (yellow, 564 bp). The sum of the
instantaneous asymptotic informativeness of all sites in each gene is graphed, (b) Phylogeny of selected muroid rodents on the same time scale
as in panel a. DNA sequence, sequence alignment, and phylogeny are from Steppan et al. (2004). Taxa are denoted by genus name, (c) Relative
phylogenetic informativeness of the four genes over the same time period.

the bootstrap support of more recent nodes in the
phylogeny, where its phylogenetic informativeness is
particularly large compared to other genes. Removal of
RAGl, with more numerous but generally slower evolv-
ing sites would, in contrast, diminish bootstrap support
deeper in the phylogeny. These predicted consequences
are in fact demonstrated in the analysis of Steppan et al.
(2004).

DISCUSSION

Here, I used an asymptotic instance of the four-taxon
case to derive the evolutionary rate at which a character
would be optimally phylogenetically informative for a
given historical time. This result was then extended to

formulate a chronological measure of the phylogenetic
informativeness corresponding to the rate of evolution
of a character. Lastly, informativeness profiles of indi-
vidual characters were summed to create a profile of the
informativeness of a set of characters. An example case,
profiling the informativeness of four genes for resolving
the muroid rodent phylogeny, demonstrated the appli-
cation of the method and validated its predictions. The
theory provides quantitative characterization of the po-
tential inferential power of character sets for resolving
soft polytomies.

The four-taxon case used to derive the analytical
results presents a tractable and versatile framework for
theoretical study of phylogeny. One concern, however,
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FIGURE 4. Phylogenetic informativeness profile for nucleotides in
the first (green), second (blue), and third (red) codon positions of the
genes (a) c-myc, (b) GHR, and (c) BRCA1. The average informativeness
per site in each position is graphed. The profile for RAG1 (not shown)
appears intermediate between the profiles for c-myc and GHR. (d) The
phylogeny of muroid rodents from Figure 3, as a benchmark for the
time scale of panels a to c.

may be the applicability of theory from the four-taxon
case to phylogenies with larger numbers of taxa. In
this regard, two intuitive extremes may be noted. With
uniformly dense branching and sampling over all
epochs, it is possible that faster rates of evolution may
contribute to a greater degree to phylogenetic inference.
Dense and deep sampling may subdivide tips such that
it becomes less probable that rapid evolution would
completely obscure ancient signal arising at a deep
short internode (Poe, 2003). In contrast, when many taxa
are sampled that all have extremely short internodes
within a brief epoch of interest, as is the case in a rapid
radiation, it seems unlikely that faster or slower rates
than that predicted here for the four-taxon case would be
optimal. Further work will be required to establish the
interaction between taxon sampling and the optimal rate
for inference. However, the four-taxon case has a sterling
record of theoretical utility (Felsenstein, 1978; Gaut and
Lewis, 1995; Huelsenbeck and Hillis, 1993) for revealing
optimal phylogenetic methodology for larger data

sets, due not only to its analytical and computational
tractability but also because results based on analysis of
the four-taxon case may be readily extrapolated to trees
of more taxa (Cummings et al., 2003).

When profiling phylogenetic informativeness to select
character sets to assay for phylogenetic analyses, sev-
eral other points should be kept in mind. First, the infor-
mativeness profile conveys the historical epochs during
which a character or set of characters are most likely
to provide parsimony-informative phylogenetic signal
but does not account for the misleading effects of noise
caused by convergence to the same character state in di-
vergent lineages (Collins et al., 2005; Felsenstein, 1978).
Such convergence will occur more in faster evolving sites
than in slower evolving sites (Grundy and Naylor, 1999).
Thus, all else being equal, designers of phylogenetic ex-
periments may prefer to select character sets with phylo-
genetic informativeness profiles that peak very slightly
prior to, rather than subsequent to, the epoch of interest.
This choice should minimize selection of characters that
may have too frequently evolved to convergent states.

However, the effect of convergence should be negli-
gible when character sets evolve at close to the optimal
rate. At the optimal rate, multiple changes of character
state will be rare—fewer than 3% of characters will have
more than one change in a branch of length T. Conse-
quent convergent characters will be randomly dispersed
among taxa and should not be significantly mislead-
ing (Wenzel and Siddall, 1999). To the extent that lin-
eages vary in rate of character change, those lineages
whose characters change state more rapidly will tend
to evolve a greater proportion of convergent states and
thus may be positively misleading to phylogenetic anal-
ysis (Felsenstein, 1978), producing the phenomenon fre-
quently termed "long branch attraction." The degree (but
not the nature) of this misleading effect depends upon the
number of states that a character may adopt. The greater
the number of states that are accessible to the character,
the lower the potentially misleading noise arising from
rapidly evolving characters will be (Mossel and Steel,
2004; Steel and Penny, 2000). Specification of the effect
of the evolutionary state space available to the character
upon estimates of the phylogenetic utility for particular
epochs remains to be performed.

A difficulty for phylogenetic analysis that is closely re-
lated to convergence and long-branch attraction has been
the accommodation of genome-wide shifts in substitu-
tion rate. Evidence has demonstrated that some clades
have experienced elevated or reduced rates of substi-
tution compared to sister clades. For example, rodents
are known to have an elevated rate of substitution, com-
pared to most of the mammals (Li et al., 1996; Weinreich,
2001). Thus, to reveal the informativeness of genes pre-
viously examined within rodents for the phylogenetic
analysis of vertebrates or mammals, the time axis of the
phylogenetic informativeness profile derived from ro-
dent sequence evolution may require appropriate scal-
ing by the ratio of the relative substitution rate within
the rodent clade to the substitution rate among the non-
rodent lineages. Provided that the shape of the site rate
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distribution remains constant across clades, this proce-
dure may produce an appropriate phylogenetic infor-
mativeness profile of those character sets for the new
experimental clade.

The shape of the site rate distribution within genes
presumably remains stable when there is retention of
functional constraints on the protein products (Naylor
and Brown, 1997). However, a shift in the site rate distri-
bution has been inferred for some data sets (Lockhart
et al., 1998; Miyamoto and Fitch, 1995; Penny et al,
2001), most clearly in the case of the evolution of
gene families after functional divergence (Wang and
Gu, 2001). However, violations of the assumption of a
static site rate distribution (Susko et al., 2002) and of
the assumption of stationarity of nucleotide frequency
(Fedrigo et al., 2005) may be readily tested for par-
ticular data sets. Specification of phylogenetic power
profiles predicted from highly parameterized evolution-
ary models that may ameliorate such deviations (e.g.,
Galtier, 2001; Gu, 2001; Whelan et al., 2001) remains to be
performed.

In addition to enabling judicious choice of character
sets for phylogenetic analysis, profiling phylogenetic in-
formativeness allows evaluation of the relative utility of
disparate types of characters for their value in phyloge-
netic studies. Here, first, second, and third positions of
codons were partitioned for four genes, and third posi-
tions were shown to result in greater inferential power
for recent epochs and lesser inferential power for ancient
epochs. The striking third-position effect depicted in Fig-
ure 4 is an outcome of the frequently rapid rate of evolu-
tion of unconstrained third-position sites within codons;
the effect in three of four genes examined is dramatic,
despite site-to-site variation of synonymous substitution
rates (Pond and Muse, 2005). Other categorizations of
characters may be conceived, such as coding versus non-
coding sites, or nucleotide versus amino acid characters.
Detailed comparisons of the informativeness of diverse
characters are currently underway and will guide selec-
tion of the most powerful data at hand for the purpose
of testing phylogenetic hypotheses.

Although the rate of speciation in a rapid radiation
may be readily characterized for well-resolved trees (e.g.,
Nee, 2001, 2005), poor resolution in a phylogenetic tree
presents an inferential dilemma with regard to potential
rapid radiation. Consideration of the phylogenetic infor-
mativeness profile of a data set conveys new insight into
whether unresolved branches (e.g., those with poor boot-
strap support) are due to short branches (rapid radiation)
or due to poor signal in the genes used. Low support
values for a branch can arise from either situation, but
only sites evolving at inappropriate rates would result
in a low phylogenetic informativeness profile during the
epoch of interest. Low informativeness paired with poor
resolution calls for more data. High informativeness and
poor resolution indicate rapid radiation. As examples of
rapid radiation are considered with regard to the phylo-
genetic informativeness applied, it may become possible
to establish a quantitative relationship between the infor-
mativeness of the data applied, resolution achieved, and

the rapidity of radiation that may be reliably inferred.
Because all approaches that use characters from extant
taxa to infer evolutionary history are predicated upon
an assumption that the evolutionary process has left a
recoverable signature of historical parameters in those
characters, such a relationship between informativeness,
resolution, and rapidity of radiation would ultimately
provide quantitative means for evaluating the long-term
feasibility of resolving the most recalcitrant ancestral re-
lationships (Table 2).

Most importantly, profiling phylogenetic informative-
ness, performed after completion of a previous or pre-
liminary investigation, informs the choice of genes for
future studies. By furnishing quantitative estimates of
the informativeness for specific time periods, profiling
phylogenetic power enables optimal experimental de-
sign. Historically, the utility of a gene for a study has
largely been decided by qualitative heuristics based
upon the average rate of evolution of a gene or from expe-
riential impressions of the gene's utility in studies of taxa
more or less divergent from the taxa of interest. With the
sequence of genomes dispersed across the tree of life, si-
multaneous estimation of the phylogenetic informative-
ness profile of many orthologous genes is possible. These
estimates may be compared to optimize gene choice. It
is hoped that quantitative profiling of the phylogenetic
informativeness of candidate genes using genome se-
quence data, preliminary data, or data from previous
genie studies will supplant the contentious opinions of
experts with an accurate and precise methodology for
choosing character sets during the experimental design
phase of a phylogenetic study.

Conclusions about the relative utility of adding char-
acters or taxa to a current phylogenetic study have
subtly hinged upon the appropriateness of the rate of
evolution of the characters added for resolution of the
phylogeny in question. Clearly, the addition of charac-
ters evolving at optimal rates will have much greater
impact upon accurate phylogenetic analysis than will
addition of characters with an inappropriate rate of evo-
lution. Development of practical analytical predictions
of the asymptotic impact of adding additional taxa (cf.
Goldman, 1998; Huelsenbeck, 1991b; Kim, 1996, 1998;
Poe, 2003) would complement computational investi-
gations of the relative utility of these two methods of
expanding acquired data (Graybeal, 1994; Pollock and
Bruno, 2000; Rokas and Carroll, 2005). Synthesized with
complementary elaboration of the quantitative theory
presented herein, such a development could culminate
in a rigorous and comprehensive theory for phylogenetic
experimental design.
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